SUNNYPACK INTERNATIONAL GROUP CO., LTD
Shanghai Shangyu Packaging Products Co., Ltd. was established in 2001. As a manufactory, we devoted ourself to the high-end
packaging market, help our clients slove all the packaging problems, and always persist our self-innovation spirit. Our products ranges
cover high-end paper gift boxes, paper shopping bags, corrugated boxes, cartons etc. In 2007, we set up our own Oversea sales
department, began to expand our market to North America, Australia, Southeast Asia and European countries etc. In 2009, we set up
our subcompany-----Shanghai Shangyu Industrial Co., Ltd, which is mainly manufacture stickers and labels. And in the same year, we
registered a group company in England called Sunny pack International Group Co., Ltd, which combined the two companies and
products together. We also independently set up a overseas office, which includes sales department, purchase department, R&D
department, and production department, devote to provide the one-stop service for our clients.

Lift off lid rigid box

The lift off lid rigid box is one of our most featured cardboard gift box products. Also called telescope box. The box consists of two parts,
the top lid and the bottom box. The lid is detachable and can be lift off easily. Therefore, it is also referred to as the detachable lid rigid
set up box.
In our factory, we have the specialized equipment for the lift off lid rigid box. Also we have the very skilled workers for the surface liner
paper wrapping and gluing. The rigid box we made are eye-appealing, very suitable for the product presentation and increasing the
brand recognition. It gives the customers a great quality and luxury feel.
Material
The material for lift off rigid box are grey board of 1mm, 1.5mm, 2.0mm, 2.5mm thick. For the wrapping liner paper outside, we use all
kinds of art paper with printing or different,

special paper.

Printing
CMYK and Pantone colors printing are available on the wrapping paper outside. We have Heidelberg and Komori offset printing machine
and UV printing machine to provide the best colors for customers.
Finish
Different process for this finish of the box, like spot UV, gold or silver hot stamping, screen printing, etc.
MOQ：The minimum order quantity is 1000pcs for this kind of box
Delivery time: 15-30 days depending on the quantity
Payment terms: TT/LC/OA

Packing details: 1 box in 1 opp bag and use strong corrugated cartons for packing.

Magnetic box/book shape box

The magnetic closure box is a hinged lid set up box which opens and closes like a book. It is mostly used as a presentation box for gift
books, manuals and booklets. Sunny pack is committed to supply you the most beautiful cardboard gift boxes with the custom size,
printing, finish, chipboard, insert and wraps

we have the specialized equipment for magnetic closure box. Also we have the most skilled workers for the surface liner wrapping and
gluing. The clamshell rigid box we made are nice, very suitable for the product presentation and branding.

Material
The clamshell rigid box is usually made of the grey board and surface liner. The grey board is also referred to as chipboard. While the
options for the surface liner is unlimited. You can choose the ordinary printed coated paper, you can also choose the luxury metallic
paper. Besides, specialty paper, suede, linen are all available to make the set up box look up-scale. Usually we use ribbons or PET
window as the decorate of the box.
Printing
CMYK and Pantone colors printing are available on the wrapping paper outside. We have Heidelberg and Komori offset printing machine
and UV printing machine to provide the best colors for customers.
Finish
Different process for this finish of the box, like spot UV, gold or silver hot stamping, screen printing, etc.
MOQ：The minimum order quantity is 1000pcs for this kind of box
Delivery time: 15-30 days depending on the quantity
Payment terms: TT/LC/OA
Packing details: 1 box in 1 opp bag and use strong corrugated cartons for packing.

Foldable/Collapsible Rigid Box

Also referred to as foldable rigid box, the collapsible box is the favorite rigid box style for our clients in North America, Europe and
Australia. The boxes can be flat packed and save cost of shipping and storage. Another advantage is the box is very easy for customers
to assemble.

Usually the collapsible set up box has 2 pieces of magnets on the front panel for the box seal or closure. Also 4pcs of Double Sided
Adhesive Tape on the 4 corners of the box.
Sunny pack specializes in the custom made collapsible rigid box as per the request of your artwork and the details of your sample box.
You can have a flat shipping box with the custom size, color, finish, insert and seal.
Material
The foldable rigid box is usually made of the grey board wrapped with art paper. The grey board is usually 1.5mm or 2mm thick. We also
have many choices for the wrapping paper. Gold or silver paper, special paper, or just normal paper with printing or luxury process
Printing

CMYK and Pantone colors printing are available on the wrapping paper outside. We have Heidelberg and Komori offset printing machine
and UV printing machine to provide the best colors for customers.
Finish
Different process for this finish of the box, like spot UV, gold or silver hot stamping, screen printing, etc.
MOQ：The minimum order quantity is 1000pcs for this kind of box
Delivery time: 15-30 days depending on the quantity
Payment terms: TT/LC/OA
Packing details: 1 box in 1 opp bag and use strong corrugated cartons for packing.

Sliding box

The sliding paper box is another popular rigid style. The box consists of an outer cover(can be sleeves) and an inner tray. Often there
are some inserts inside to protect and secure the product. There is usually a ribbon pull attached on the tray. Then the consumers can
easily slide the tray out.
It is used for the packaging of cosmetic, garment, or gift. Sunny pack supplies and manufactures the custom made sliding rigid box in
various size, paper, printing and finish.
Material
The same as other rigid boxes, the sliding box is usually made of the grey board wrapped with art paper. The grey board is usually
1.5mm or 2mm thick. We also have many choices for the wrapping paper. Gold or silver paper, special paper, or just normal paper with
printing or luxury process.
Printing

CMYK and Pantone colors printing are available on the wrapping paper outside. We have Heidelberg and Komori offset printing machine
and UV printing machine to provide the best colors for customers.

Finish

Different process for this finish of the box, like spot UV, gold or silver hot stamping, screen printing, etc.

MOQ：The minimum order quantity is 1000pcs for this kind of box

Delivery time: 15-30 days depending on the quantity

Payment terms: TT/LC/OA

Packing details: 1 box in 1 opp bag and use strong corrugated cartons for packing.

Paper bag

Sunny pack is a leading China paper bag manufacturer, supplying the various custom luxury paper bags like custom garment bags,
shopping bags, cosmetic bags, kraft bags and various printed paper bags.

Paper Bag Materials
Sunny pack focuses on the supplying and manufacturing luxury paper bags for garment, cosmetics, wine, gift, etc... All the bags are
custom made and exquisite. We study the paper materials, the printing methods, and the finish to give our clients the most satifying
printing effect and feel. Our bags impress people.

Material

157gsmgsm-300gsm art paper, ivory board kraft paper or special paper are commonly used to make the paper bag.

Art paper and ivory board are widely used, the cost is cheap relatively. And the printing is delicate on art paper or ivory board. Kraft
paper is usually used for environmental bags.

Printing
CMYK and Pantone colors printing are available on the wrapping paper outside. We have Heidelberg and Komori offset printing machine
and UV printing machine to provide the best colors for customers.
Finish:
Art paper and ivory board materials usually need lamination to protect printing and paper. Hot stamping, spot UV are all available for all
paper bags
Handle
For the paper bag rope, there are contton string, twisted string, PP string, Silk String, PP webing robe, ribbon, PVC tube, twisted paper
string and leather rope.
MOQ：The minimum order quantity is 1000pcs for this kind of box

Delivery time: 15-30 days depending on the quantity
Payment terms: TT/LC/OA
Packing details: 1 box in 1 opp bag and use strong corrugated cartons for packing.

Sticker&Label

Shanghai DSticker is a professional manufacture printing all kinds of medium and high end labels & stickers,such as:cosmetic
labels,food labels,wine labels,medicine labels car stickers,anti-fake stickers,hologram stickers,,etc.Our products are very
popular,especially in cosmetic and car industry ,Innisfree,Laneige and BMW are all our cooperators.
DSticker was set up in 2009 by the CEO Zheng Lei.Before this Zhang has set up a company named Shanghai Shangyu Packaging in
2001,and now this company is becoming a Top 10 Supplier in folding box fields.Quality and integrity has always been the pursuit of our
company.We get succeed is not by the lowest price but the best quality and service.
Come to Dsticker,we can give you the most suitable material of your labels & stickers.In addition,a free design is available,if you have no
idea about your ideal product.And every month,we have the new product display,welcome to our office or factory for visiting.If you need
labels & stickers,then DSticker must be your first choose.

FAQ
1,What is the sizes, shapes, colors and materials?
Size, structure and color can be customized according to customers requirements.
2,What's your business type?
100% factory. Our factory is located inShanghai, We have more than 10 years of manufacturing experience.
3,Can you design for me?
According to your requirements, we can add your company logo, website, phone number or your ideas...in your products.
What's more, our professional designer can make free design.
4,When can I get the quotation?
You can send us inquiry with product details: size, material, design, logo and color; if you have artwork, it will be much appreciated.
We will reply you within 24 hours.
If it’s urgent, feel free to call us, so that we could reply to you priority.
5,Sample cost and lead time:
Sample cost: usually $100 for plain samples without printing, $150 for printing samples
Sample leading time: within 3-7 days after confirming the artwork.
6,Shipping Method: By sea / air / express
7,E-catalogue
If you want our product E-catalogue, please view our website:
http://www.sunny-pack.com
8,How to Contact Us?
Send your inquiry Details in the Email:shangyu@shangyush.cn
Or call us during working time from 9:00am-19:00pm, TEL:0086-021-62765500/5511

